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ABSTRACT 
This article is intended to clarify the emotional specialty of John Galsworthy with 

respect to his plays The Silver Box, Strife and Justice. John Galsworthy as a celebrated 

Edwardian author has been known for his diverse identities. Galsworthy built up 

himself as one of the conspicuous and powerful writers ever. He needed to reveal 

new insight into the dim parts of his contemporary society in order to achieve a huge 

change in the obsolete social structure of the day. To satisfy the longing of his soul, 

he needed to concentrate on the specialty of portrayal inside the ring wall of the 

predominant musings and ideas by creating social, financial, residential, or individual 

issues: the dissimilarity between the rich and poor people, the conflict between the 

work and the capital, social and lawful bad form, local oppression, the class struggle 

and despondent marriage. He needed to concentrate on the sensibility of 

mindfulness concerning the shades of malice of the general population through the 

smouldering social issues of his contemporary England. However this paper looks at 

how his societal obligation and social changing have been perfectly present in his 

plays, The Silver Box, Strife and Justice. In any case, it is the playwright's most 

significant obligation to put over his perspectives as adequately as could be allowed. 

With a view to expound this thought of theatrical keenness of Galsworthy, this paper 

is composed. 
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 Galsworthy battled nine years for acknowledgment as a novelist. Popularity as a writer came much 
more effectively, maybe too effortlessly, with the creation of his initially finished full-length play, The Silver Box 
(1906). As per William Archer,  

“Mr. Galsworthy raises no critical problems like those presented by Mr. Shaw and Mr. Barker. He has 

written three of the finest plays of our time - The Silver Box, Strife, andJustice .... He writes with quiet, 

easy mastery, telling ... a quiet simple story which enables him to contrast two social strata. without 

any didactic emphasis.” (Archer, 364) 

Composing three years after Galsworthy's demise, Ford Madox (Hueffer) Ford orated that his companion's 

‘temporal success as novelist obscured his much greater artistic achievement with the drama .....suited to the 
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theatre. Galsworthy picks up every crumb of interest and squeezes the last drop of drama out of a situation.’ 

(Ford, 139)  

Couple of faultfinders amid his time are as energetic about Galsworthy's commitment and worth as a 

screenwriter. Maybe near in all actuality John Gassner's assessment of Galsworthy the producer as a 

"specialist", who contributed “interest, charm, and power to the theatre, but did not rock it to its 

foundations”. (Gassner, 616) Still, in his lifetime Galsworthy was second just to Shaw on the English stage, and 

he was viewed as the main English successor of Ibsenism. He took the issue play from Ibsen, disentangled it, 

and stripped it of lecturing and publicity. Through solid portrayals, firmly built naturalistic plots, and distinctive 

exchange, he assaulted the greater part of the social issues of his time: the unjustifiable equity framework, the 

restraint of ladies in family and society, strains amongst guardians and youngsters, abuse of work, hostile to 

Semitism, Poverty, Strikes, Jingoism, and others.  

Galsworthy compose twenty-two full-length plays and many short plays, a couple of which are wardrobe 

pieces and others sensations of stories. His emotional method from time to time fluctuates. He exhibits a close 

adjusted perspective of the play's issue or proposition through a very emotional circumstance bolstered by 

amazingly reasonable discourse, apparently uncontrived and non-beautiful and therefore thought to be radical 

in its day. The outcome is left mostly open and tinged with incongruity since Galsworthy sees a play, similar to 

life itself, more inclined to inquiries than to answers. He shuns the levy ex machine finishing for tidiness' 

purpose or the created finales of 'the well-made play'.  

Galsworthy initially endeavoured to compose show in 1901 with an unfinished play titled "The Civilized". In it a 

Forsyte lady endeavours to escape from a miserable marriage through a relationship with the sibling of her 

closest companion. The darling has kicked the bucket; however the spouse gets some answers concerning the 

issue and debilitates separate. The spouse, as Nora in A Doll's House, leaves him. Conjugal issues, family Strife, 

and separation would remain a staple of Galsworthy's plots.  

Without a doubt Galsworthy's real commitment to the English theatre is that he organized the rebel against 

the custom of acting on the phase that had tyrannized dramatists since the nineteenth century. Cooperating, 

Shaw, Galsworthy, and the author chief director Harley Granville Barker set up authenticity, naturalism, and 

social awareness as the standards in both content and execution on the English stage, driving a parade of 

sensible basic dramatists that finishes in John Osborne and Arnold Wesker. Indeed, even the naturalistic stage 

settings of Harold Pinter's plays originate from those of the early pioneers of English Ibsenism. It merits citing 

an undated rundown of causes made by Galsworthy, as it gives some thought of the gigantic extent of his duty, 

mindful of his kin and the general public all through his composition vocation.  

The Silver Box, Galsworthy’s initially delivered play promptly settled the creator as a noteworthy 

British dramatist. The play, The Silver Box, initially titled "The Cigarette Box," sensationalizes the imbalances of 

the English arrangement of equity. In it two men take. Jack Barthwick, child of a well off Liberal Member of 

Parliament, spontaneously takes a tote with a satchel in it from a whore with whom he has spent the night. Jim 

Jones, unemployed spouse of the senior Barthwick's charwoman, takes a cigarette box and the as of now once-

stolen satchel. The whore undermines indictment, and the senior Barthwick binds to pay off her off to keep 

the undertaking out of the daily papers. He additionally presumes Mrs. Jones of taking. Poor people lady is 

awfully alarmed.  

The case goes on trial, and in a London police court it is soon demonstrated who truly took The Silver 

Box. Jones goes to jail, while youthful Barthwick, with the guide of costly lawyers gets off scot free. The senior 

Barthwick's radicalism is demonstrated shallow when his self-interests are undermined. At the point when 

toward the finish of the play, having lost her occupation, the charwoman swings to her previous manager in 

supplication, he can just sneak away, his false reverence unmasked. Mrs. Jones talks the lesson of the play: 

“Call this Justice? What about 'im? 'E got drunk! 'E took the purse--'e took the purse but [in a muffled shout] it's 

'is money got 'im off--JUSTICE!”(Act III Scene I pg.188). 

In The Silver Box, Galsworthy presented a system he would use all through his vocation as a writer, that 

of emotional complexity. Character, circumstances, and settings are available in parallel. Here the rich child 
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and the poor child, the rich parent and the poor guardians the riches home and the devastated home permit 

gathering of people correlation and judgment. Galsworthy saw the playwright as a "researcher" exhibiting "the 

social texture" as confirmation without requiring direct remark. Subsequently Galsworthy maintains a strategic 

distance from purposeful publicity and acting. Normal individuals continue on ahead in sensible and 

characteristic ways. Faultfinders by and large respected this clarity of presentiment, which William York 

Tyndall calls a "solid straightforwardness of treatment".  

The play, Strife when initially performed, it might have been a “spectacle” that “many might not witness 

dry-peered.” It is a standout amongst those imperative initial dramatizations portraying that clash between the 

Employer and Employees. Composed formerly to the incredible strike in 1911 and the strike in 1926, it didn't 

record British modern history whereas it predicted it.  

In Strife, two protagonists, troublemaker David Roberts, a union leader, Furthermore, old what's more 

adamant John Anthony, administrator of the table of the Trenartha tin plate Works, fall, in hubristic Greek 

heroes, because of the apostatizing and disaffecting from claiming their followers, whom they have 

outdistanced in their fury, violence and outrage. At last the crowd admires them both and eventually 

sympathizes for the fallen leaders, who, indeed, arrive at regard one another.  

The Play’s activity blankets just a couple hours. The organization board meets with attempt on wind the 

strike. Nor Roberts or Anthony will bargain alternately provide for in. Separate gatherings of the Employer and 

Employees, and the labourers and management confrontations introduce the common Galsworthy’s 

parallelism and offset in the play’s structure. In the end, trade off wins out at those cosset of the force of the 

two protagonists, anyhow best following there need been anguish and demise.  

Strife, although apparently concerned with those cruelties What's more hardships brought on by 

streamlined conflict, is generally something like pride Also control. Galsworthy said, “In Strife the fatal thing is 

strong will minus self-control and balance”. ((Marrot, 330) Roberts and Anthony are solid in any case blinded 

by their convictions, and in with the goal a large number political legends who fail, they would snowed under 

by those sheer weight for weakness.  

Ultimately, clinched alongside Strife Galsworthy cries crazy that the exploited people of control battles 

must make remembered, that great debate are more frequently because of their stubbornness from claiming 

pioneers over the convictions or longings from claiming followers, Also that radicalism wreaks devastation On 

society, which must be dependent upon tolerance, comity, What's more goodwill. 

In Justice, Galsworthy was constantly astonished, nearly damaged, by the possibility of detainment. 

Equity permitted the creator to vent his scorn for the mental torment, the physical corruption, and the ethical 

crumbling that discipline brings amid and after detainment. The play's title is amusing. Formal equity is not 

recently. As the safeguard lawyer states in court, "Equity is a machine that, when somebody has once given it 

the beginning push, moves on of it”.  

In Justice, a young fellow named Falder is found to have produced a check. He planned to utilize the 

cash to travel to another country with the lady he cherishes, a wedded lady who has been abused by her 

severe spouse. Declining to be kind, Falder's manager, the specialist James How, hands him over to the police, 

and the hardware of equity starts to move relentlessly. The great trial scene has the barrier lawyer arguing for 

comprehension for a tender however frail individual candidly bothered by the coldblooded treatment of his 

partner. In any case, the indictment, judge, and jury are preferential in light of the fact that Falder adores a 

wedded lady, despite the fact that the two have not submitted infidelity. Falder is discovered blameworthy of 

fabrication and sentenced to three years in jail.  

In jail, Falder should routinely burn through three month in isolation, amid which time the dreariness 

and dejection almost make him frantic. In the last scene of the third demonstration, Falder is headed to hurling 

himself at the cell entryway and beating on it in distress. In the fourth and last act he has been discharged, and 

attempting to recover his position with Mr. How, he keeps running up against cruelty towards a 'criminal' and 

every 'feeble character'. By what method will give Falder another shot on the off chance that he will surrender 

his significant other, who in the meantime has isolated from her better half. Be that as it may, Falder can't 
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stand to surrender the main individual who has administered to him and produces a reference so as to acquire 

another occupation. Neglecting to report for police supervision and going to be rearrested, Falder can't 

confront the possibility of an arrival to jail damnation and indulgences himself over the stairs, breaking his 

neck. 

Dramaturgically, Galsworthy from the earliest starting point demonstrates his capacity to display 

sensible social topics in a naturalistic showy setting. With Justice, be that as it may, the writer likewise 

demonstrates aptitude in at the same time showing both social and household topics. Falder's wrongdoing and 

his relationship are both exclusively explained and effectively coordinated in a deterministic activity. Despite 

the fact that the play can't mirror the serious experience of a Jean Genet, a Brendan Behan, or a Miguel Pinero, 

it was persuading enough to impact changes in the British jail framework.  

To conclude, all the three plays for the evaluation, The Silver Box, Strife, and Justice demonstrate the 

relentless indiscretion and shamefulness of the legitimate framework. Besides, they uncover without 

wistfulness the immense social cost of that framework. Besides, they depict the contention that people 

regularly need to take part in against solidified thoughts and the establishments that bolster them. As a social 

reformer and a dependable native of the British society, Galsworthy had been instrumental in making 

numerous a changes. It is a fitting tribute to John Galsworthy of what According to A C Ward,  

"Galsworthy was moved for the duration of his life by an intense feeling of social equity, and however 

he intended to hold the adjust decently amongst rich and poor, between the capable and the 

powerless, his feelings were constantly drawn in favour of the underdogs. (Ward, 219).  
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